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Log-normal distributions have received considerable recent attention partly 
through their applications to several branches of science, economics, and business 
and partly in their relation to orthogonal Laurent polynomials (L-polynomials), 
Pad& approximants, and continued fractions. This paper investigates PC-fractions 
and orthogonal L-polynomials associated with log-normal distributions. Our main 
results include: (a) explicit expressions for the continued fractions and their 
approximants, and the L-polynomials; (b) proofs of the existence of the limits of 
subsequences of approximants and of L-polynomials; (c) closed form expressions 
for the limits of these subsequences; and (d) identities between related 
approximants and related L-polynomials. Several of the limit functions are seen to 
be eSSentially theta funCiOns. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRQD~CTI~N 
Continued fractions of the form 
(l.la) 
+ Deceased. 
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where the a*,,+, and /I,, are complex constants satisfying 
al+03 ~2,+,=1-B2,B2n+1#0, n = 1) 2, 3, . ..) (l.lb) 
were introduced in [9] and referred to as Perron-Carathtdory continued 
fractions (PC-fractions). A subclass of PC-fractions characterized by the 
conditions 
a, = -2/?,<o, UZn+l = 1 -BzJL+, >o, 
B2” = B2n + 15 n = 1) 2, 3, ..‘) (1.2) 
were called positive PC-fractions (PPC-fractions) and studied [9, 111 in 
connection with the trigonometic moment problem and Szego polynomials 
orthogonal on the unit circle. Another subclass of PC-fractions charac- 
terized by the conditions 
B0=0, %>O, ~Zn+1=1-BznPzn+1<0~ 
B n+l>O, n = 1) 2, 3, . ..) (1.3) 
called strong Stieltjes PC-fractions (SSPC-fractions), was studied [lo] in 
connection with the strong Stieltjes moment problem (SSMP) and 
orthogonal Laurent polynomials (L-polynomials). In this paper we 
investigate the SSPC-fractions and orthogonal L-polynomials that arise 
from log-normal distribution functions p(t) defined by 
112 
q?‘(t) d--e -((log r)/2KJ* 
2K J;; 
7 O<t<co,0<q=e-2”2<1. (1.4) 
The moments ck for this distribution are readily seen to be given by 
Ck := 
f 
~(-t)kcpf(r)~f=(-l)kq-k2’2~k, k=O, *1, *2 ).... (1.5) 
0 
Other distribution functions that generate the same moment sequence {ck} 
are well known (see, e.g., [2, 33). 
Applications of log-normal distributions in atmospheric sciences, 
biology, ecology, geology, economics, and business were described recently 
in [6]. The log-normal distribution was considered by Stieltjes [15, 
pp. 507-5081 in an example for which the S-fraction is divergent and hence 
the Stieltjes moment problem is indeterminate. Orthogonal polynomials 
with respect o the weight functions (1.4) were studied by Wigert [18] (see 
also [3; 6, p. 331). Orthogonal L-polynomials with respect to (1.4) were 
introduced by Pastro [13]. Starting with closed form expressions for the 
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L-polynomials, he proved orthogonality and biorthogonality properties 
and derived three-term recurrence formulas. Positive T-fractions 
F,z F2z F3z ~ ~ ___ . . . 
l+G,~+l+G~z+l+G,z+ ’ 
F, := G, := q’/* for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
(1.6a) 
F, := qp n+3/2(1 vq”-l) for n = 2, 3,4, . . . . (1.6b) 
associated with the log-normal distribution (1.4) were derived by Cooper, 
Jones, and Thron [4]. By showing that the even and odd order 
approximants of (1.6) converge to different limits, they were able to give 
another proof of the indeterminacy of the SSMP (see also [ 11). 
By using the fact that the orthogonal L-polynomials associated with 
(1.4) are essentially the denominators of the positive T-fraction (1.6) the 
authors of [4] derived closed form expressions for the orthogonal 
L-polynomials and L-Gaussian quadrature formulas. In [S] it is shown 
that the subsequences of the orthogonal L-polynomials of even and odd 
order converge, respectively, to separate limits. The proof of convergence 
employed in [5] makes use of three-term recurrence formulas for 
continued fractions and ideas of von Koch (see, e.g., [14, Satz 2.6; 12, 
Theorem 4.193). In order to describe the results contained in the present 
paper we summarize briefly a few facts about PC-fractions and moment 
problems that are used subsequently. 
From the difference quations for continued fractions [ 12, (2.16)] it can 
be seen, when & = 0, that the nth numerator A,(z) and denominator B,(z) 
of ( 1.1) are polynomials of the forms 
A,(z) := 0, B,(z) := 1, A,(z) := IX,, B, (2) := 1, 
[n/21 Cd21 
An(z) = 1 an,jzj, B,(z) = C bn,jz’, n = 2, 3, 4, ,,., 
j=O j=O 
where [n/2] denotes the greatest integer in n/2. It has been shown [9] that 
each PC-fraction ( 1.1) corresponds to a uniquely determined pair (Lo, L, ) 
of formal power series (fps) 
Lo= L,(z) = - f CpkZk, L,=L,(z)= f CkZP, (1.7) 
k=l k=O 
in the sense that 
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Lo - A,, (z)lB,, (2) = W” + ‘1, 
L*-~*,+,(z)IB*,+,(z)=~((l/z)“+‘), Cl.81 
B2n(Z)Lo-~z”(z)=~(Z”+‘), 
BZn(Z) LLC -A*,(z) = wllz)“), (1.9a) 
B 2n+1(Z)Lo-~2n+1(Z)=~(Zn), 
B *~+,(z)L,-~*n+l(Z)=~((l/Z)l), (1.9b) 
where the symbol O(zn) denotes a fps of increasing powers of z starting 
with at least the n th power. Comparing coefficients of like powers of z in 
(1.9) leads to linear equations in the a,, j and b,,j with the ck as coefficients. 
By solving these equations and using bz,,o = bz, + ,,” = 1, one obtains [9] 
T(O) # 0 n 7 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) (1.10) 
a1 = T’P’, Qn+ 1 = T;!, TTl,/( Tip’)‘, n = 1) 2, 3, . ..) (l.lla) 
p2,,=(-1)” T;-“/T;“, lj2n+1 =(-1)” T;‘/Tf’, n = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
(l.llb) 
CO c-, ‘.. c-, 
1 ; 
B,(z)=T’o c _ 
; 
, 
n n1 C n-2 ... c-1 
(1.12a) 
] Zn Zn-1 . . . 1 ) 
co c, ..’ c, 
3 
C -n+l c-n+2 ... Cl 
1 Z . . . Z” 
b 2n,n = (- 1)” T;-“/TIP’, b2,+ l,o= (- 1)” T;‘/Tjp’, n = 1, 2, 3, . ..) 
(1.12b) 
where the Toeplitz determinants Tim) are defined by Tb”‘) := 1, Tkm) := 
det(c,-,+,)~,;~,, k= 1, 2, 3, . . . . m=O, +l, +2, . . . . Conversely, if (Lo, L,) 
is a pair of fps (1.7) satisfying (1.10) and if a2n+, and fl, are defined 
by (1.1 1 ), then (1. lb) becomes Jacobi’s identity [7, Theorem 7Sa] and 
hence (l.la) is a PC-fraction corresponding to (Lo, L,) in the sense of 
(1.8) and (1.9). 
The strong Stieltjes moment problem (SSMP) for a double sequence 
{ ck} ?, of real numbers is said to have a solution iff there exists a distribu- 
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tion function I(/(t) (i.e., bounded and non-decreasing with infinitely many 
points of increase on (0, cc)) such that 
If for such a e(t) the integrals (1.13) all exist then it can be shown that the 
quadratic forms 
Q(s, n) := f: (- 1)” c~+~+~u~u~, n = 0, 1) 2, . ..) s=o, +1, +2 )...) 
i,j= --n 
may be represented by 
which is positive if some uj#O. Therefore by the’theory of positive definite 
quadratic forms [S] one obtains 
t-11 (*s+k)(k+l)/* 77Cy:-W>o, n = 0, 1, 2, . ..) k = 0, 1, . ..) 2n, (1.14) 
all of which are necessary conditions for the existence of a solution to the 
SSMP for {ck}. In particular, it follows from (1.14) that 
(-1)” T:;)>o and (-l),,, T:;\,>O, 
m= -l,O, 1, n=o, 1,2, . . . . (1.15) 
Conditions (1.15) are known to be necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of a solution to the SSMP for {ck} [12]. It can also be shown that (1.15) 
and (1.3) are equivalent (if the a*,, + , and /?, are defined by (1.11)). Thus 
the existence of an SSPC-fraction corresponding to a pair (L,, L,) of fps 
(1.7) in the sense of (1.9) is equivalent to the existence of a solution to the 
SSMP for {ck). 
Hereafter we assume that a log-normal distribution function p(t) defined 
by (1.4) is given and its moment sequence { ck} Z, is defined by (1.5). For 
each integer r = 0, f 1, + 2, . . . . we consider the pair (Z,,,,, L, m) of fps 
L I, 0 := - f cek+*zk and L,,= f ck+rZek. (1.16) 
k=l k=O 
Thus, with the notation c,,~ := ck+ r, the pair ( L,,o, L,, , ) can be expressed 
as 
cc 
cr,-kz 
k and L,,= 1 -k c,,kz 3 (1.17) 
k=l k=O 
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and { c,,~) is the moment sequence 
cr,k = 
s 
om (-tlk d(t) 4 k = 0, _+ 1, *2, . ..) (1.18) 
generated by the modified log-normal distribution function q,(t) defined 
by 
112 
q((t):=(-t)‘cp’(t)=(-r)‘Le - (Uog WKY 
2KJc 
(1.19) 
The distribution function cp, determines an inner product ( , )V, on /i x n 
(f, g),, := jornf(f) g(t) d(t) & f,gE4 
where /1 := [c;=,, akZk : ak E [w, m < k < n] is the space of L-polynomials 
with real coeffkients. For each integer r there exists an SSPC-fraction 
corresponding to the pair (L,,O, L, ,) in a manner analogous to (1.9). We 
let A,,(z) denote the nth numerator and denominator, respectively, of the 
SSPC-fraction and consider the eight sequences of L-polynomials defined, 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . by 
p,,2n(z) :=ArJ-z), 
Zn 
Qr,,,(z) := BrY4n(-Z) 
Zn 
(1.21a) 
P r,2n+l(~) :=Arv4;;:‘,-z’, Q,,2n+l(~) :=“r~4;~~‘,-z’ (1.21b) 
&2(z) := 
A r,4”+l(-Z) 
zn ’ 
S,,,(z) := B’-:(-z) (1.21c) 
R ,,2.+~(Z):=Ar,4n:3(-Z), Sr.2”+l(Z):= Brs4n;;(-z! (1.21d) 
It is shown (Theorem2.1) that {Ql,n(z)}zZ, and {S,,~(Z)}~=~ are 
orthogonal L-polynomial sequences with respect to cp,, each of which 
spans A. In Section 3 we investigate these eight sequences, conveniently 
normalized, and show (Theorem 3.5) that they all converge to functions 
holomorphic on 0 < 1 z 1 < co, the convergence being uniform on each set 
[z E C : R-’ < ( z 1 <R, 1 < R]. An explicit Laurent series representation is 
given for each of the eight limit functions, with those involving Q’s and S’s 
in (1.21) being theta functions. By expressing the Toeplitz determinants 
T$) associated with {c, k} as functions of q in closed form (Theorem 3.1) 
we are able to give explicit expressions for the coefficients a++ i and fi,,, 
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of the corresponding SSPC-fraction (Theorem 3.2) and for all of the func- 
tions A,,,(z), B,,,,(z), Q,,n(z), S,,(z), P,.,,,(z), and K,,,(z) (Theorem 3.4). 
Finally, in Section 4 we give identities between the various polynomials and 
their limits and between the limits of the four subsequences of 
approximants 
{A r,4n+“(Z)lB,,4n+“(Z)}nm=0, v=O, 1, 2, 3. 
2. ORTHOGONAL L-POLYNOMIALS‘ 
If e(t) is a distribution function defining a sequence of moments { ck} as 
in (1.13) then an inner product ( ., . )$ defined on A x .4 is given by 
CL !?I$ := {yf(t) g(t) 4(t), .fiETEA. (2.1) 
Since $ is a solution of the SSMP for {ck}, conditions (l.lb) hold and 
therefore there exists an SSPC-fraction corresponding to (LO, L,) with 
approximants A, (z)/B, (z). 
THEOREM 2.1. The sequences of L-polynomials (Q,(z)} and 
defined by 
and 
Q2,(+B4n(-Z), Qzn+,(z) :=B4“+“$z) 
Zn z 
S*“(z) := 
B 4n+l(-z) 
Z” ’ 
s2,+,(z) .JL+,(-4 
Zn 
satisfy the orthogonality and normality conditions 
(Q,,, t”)* = 
{ 
0, -n<m<n-1, 
Tit’+ ,/T:O,‘, m = n, 
(Q 2n+l9 t”)* = 
{ 
0, -n<mGn, 
- T:,::l T:‘?+ , > m=-n-l 7 
(S2m f”)J/ = 
{ 
Oy -n+l<mdn, 
T:o,‘+ ,/T:O,’ , m= -n, 
U2n+l, fyb= Oy 
-n<m<n, 
w, 2lT2+1 Y m=n+ 1, 
CS”(Z)> 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(2.3~) 
(2.3d) 
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for subscipts 2n 2 1 and 2n + 1 > 1. Moreover 
car79 Q”), = (xm m, = 0 for m #n, m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (2.4) 
(1 Qzn (I:, = T;, ‘) Tg’+ ,/( T’o’)2 > 0 2n 
II~*,II:=T~‘T:O,‘+,/(T:0,‘)*>0, ’
(2.5a) 
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
II Q 2n + 1 II ; = - ~Wq?+ I> 0, 
II~2n+111;= -W+J~:O,‘+,>0, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(2.5b) 
Here II Q II i := (Q, Q),. 
A proof involves the straightforward use of (2.1), (1.12a), and (2.3). 
3. THE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
In order to obtain closed expressions for the coefficients of A,,(z) and 
B,,,(z) and of the L-polynomials and their limits, we evaluate the Topelitz 
determinants Tl;) defined by 
T!;) , :=det(c,,-,+.)~,~vlO=det(c,+,-,+.)~,;~,. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. The value of T$‘, where ck = ( - 1 )k q ~ k2’2 - k, equals 
T:“,‘=(-1) (r+m+(k-1)/2)k q-(r2/2+(m+l)r+m2/2+m+(k2-1)/6)k 
k-l 
x n (1 - q’)k-/ (3.2) 
j=l 
prooJ T~‘k)=det((-1)‘+“-“+‘q-“+“-~+“‘2/2~(,+m-~++Y’):;‘O. We 
remove the common factor q -(r+m+ vY’2-((r+m + “) from column number v, 
v = 0, 1, . . . . k- 1 to the outside of the determinant so that each entry in 
the first row is unity. Then we remove the common factor 
(-1)““4 (r+m-Pp/2)p+P from row number p(, p = 0, 1, . . . . k- 1. Multiplying 
every odd numbered row and column by - 1 yields the Vandermonde 
V( 1, q, . ..) qk - ’ ), which is easily evaluated. Simplifying we obtain (3.2). 1 
COROLLARY. Tjr”,‘#Ofor k= 0, 1,2, . . . . and m, r =O, + 1, +2, . . . 
THEOREM 3.2. The moment sequence {c,,~}~~ determines coefficients 
aFV2” +, and f3,,, + 2, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . as follows, 
a r,*=C,=(-l)rq-+-r, ar,2n+ 1 = -q-*(1-q”), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
(3.3a) 
fi,,2n = qm+Q, flr,2”+, = q-m+‘n/2, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (3.3b) 
satisfying (l.lb). 
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A proof is obtained by a straightforward application of (1.11) and (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.3. The even part of the PC-fraction 
Q 1 ar3z 1 w 1 -A- - . . . 
1 +B,,zz+ Br.3 +Br,4z+ IL.5 +Br,LG+ 
(3.4) 
is a general T-fraction K;” (F,.,z/( 1 + G,,,z)), where 
F,,1=(-l)rq(1-r2)~2, Fr,n=q r+3/2--n(l -qn-I), 
G r,n- 1 = 
r+ l/2 
4 9 n = 2, 3, 4, . . . . 
The odd part of this PC-fraction is the M-fraction c, + 
z-‘K;“(L,,.z/(M,,. + z)), where 
L,,, = ( - I),+ 1 q-r*/2- 2rp 312, L,,,=q-,-n-li2(l-qn-1), 
M r,n-1=4 
-r-3/2 
3 n = 2, 3,4, .,, . 
A proof follows from well-known formulas for the even and odd 
contractions of a continued fraction [ 12, pp. 41433. 
THEOREM 3.4. The numerators and denominators of (3.4) are 
A,,2n(Z)=C, i qi2+(r--n+l/2)j 
j=l 
zi, 
B,,2n(Z)= i qJ2+(r--n+l/2)j 
j=O 
A ,,2n+l(Z)=C,q-,~-W2 f qi2+(r-n+3/2)j 
j= 1 
B ,,2n+,(Z)=q-r~-W2 i qi2+(r--+f3/2)j 
j=O 
where [,“]:=~~=,(l-qk)/~~=,(l-qk)~~~{(l-qk). 
The orthogonal L-polynomials Q,,n(~) and S,,,(z) are given by 
(3.5a) 
(3.6a) 
(3.5b) 
(3.6b) 
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Q&(z)= (- 1)" g-n2+n/2 ,,$,, qJ2 [fil (-q'+3'2z)J, 07a) 
Q r,*n+,(Z)~(-l)~+l p+ )-n2-ln-4)/2 
x f: $’ ‘;tf ( -qr+3i*Z)j, 
j= -n-l [ 1 (3.7b) 
~~,~(~)=(-l)n~--rn--~-33n/2 ,$,uJ2[n”il (-qr+3’2z)‘, (3.7c) 
s r,2n+1~Z)=(-l)nq-r(n+1)-rr2-55n!2-3/2 
R-t1 
x 2 q.‘= [ 1 2n+’ (-qr+I12,)i, j= -n ft+l-j (3.7d) 
Formulas for P,,,(z) and R,,(z) are 
Pr,2n(_7)=(-l)ng’n-n?+“‘ZC, 
q jz 
PI -.i 
C ( _ I)& qk2U + (2j- 1/2)/c 
j=--nCl k=O [n -Ll) 
x(-q 
r + l/Zz)j, (3.8a) 
P ,,2n+,(Z)=(-])n+l q~(~+1)-~2-wv~Cr 
(_ l)k qk2!2 + iZi+ l/Z)k 
x ( -if + 3’2z)J, (3.8b) 
(-l)kqk2/2+(2~+1/2)k 
j=--n+l 
x (-4r+3/2Z)j, (3.8~) 
R r,2nt I(Z)=(-l)~q-r(n+I)-n2--~/2-3/2CI 
IIf1 
x c 
i=-n+l 
4j2 “Iii’ (_ l)k gk2f2 + V- 1/2)k [n+2:‘:u k]) 
i 
x(-q 
r + Wz)i (3.8d) 
The proof of (3.6) utilizes (1.12a), (1.5), and the technique employed in 
our proof of Theorem 3.1. Then (3.5) can be proved using the following 
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connections between the ar.n, i and the b,,,l obtained from (1.9a) and 
(1.9b): 
L 
n-j 
a r,n,j= C br,Zn.j+kCr+k 
k=O 
=- c b r,2n,,+kCr+k, 
kc -j 
n--l 
a r,Zn+l,j” Cb r,2n+l,j+kCr+k 
k=O 
-1 
=- -f b 
r.2n+i,j+kCr+k, j= 1,2, . . . . n- 1, (3.10a) 
j = 1 , 2, . . . . n, (3.9) 
a r,2n+ 1,n =br,a,+l,ncr=aI, ~3-..~2n+, 
-gb r,2n+l,n+kCr+k, j= n. (3.10b) 
k= --n 
The remaining formulas can then be proved by using the definitions of 
f’,,, Qr,,, &, and S,,. 
Remark. In the formulas (3.5) for A,,(z) the summation C”,:‘, may be 
replaced by -xii -j by virtue of (3.9) and (3.10). 
The finite products Hi=, (1 - qk) lie in the interval (0, 1) and converge 
to the value l-I;- (1 - qk) in (0, 1). Therefore, for fixed natural numbers a 
and b we have 
lim 2n+a lim(1 -q)...(l-q’“+“) 
n-rcc [ 1 n-b =lim(l-q)~~~(l-qg”-b)lim(l-q)~~~(l-q”+”+b) 
1 
=ni”o_, (1 -qi)’ 
Thus the bracketed quantities in the formulas (3.7) and (3.8) tend to 
l/n,“_ I (1 - qi), for fixed j and k, as n --, co. 
Also, the powers of q in front of the summations over j in the formulas 
(3.7) and (3.8) tend to infinity with n because of the power q-“*. We 
therefore normalize the L-polynomials as follows, 
U,,,(z) = Yr,n~r,.(z)~ v,,,(z) = ~r,nQr,n(z) (3.11a) 
xv(z) = ~r,nRr,n(z), Yr,n(z) = ~r,nfL(z)~ (3llb) 
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where 
Y ~,2”=(-1)“g-‘“+~‘-“/2~(1--qi), 
I 
(3.12a) 
Y r,2”+, = (_ 1y+ 1 q-r(n+ l)+.*+(H- lV2 fj (1 _ qi), 
1 
(3.12b) 
6 r,Zn+l=(-lYq r(n + I ) + n2 + h/2 + 312 ; (1 -4;). 
THEOREM 3.5. The normalized L-polynomials (3.11) converge uniformly 
for l/R < I z 1 G R, 1 < R as follows, where tl(z, q) := c,“= --oo ( - 1)’ qi2eViz 
(see [ 17, p. 4621): 
j\rnm Vr,2n(~)=: V:‘(z)= C qi2(-qr+‘12z)j 
j= -m 
= 8 ; log( qr + 1’2z), q 
> 
(3.13a) 
lim. Vr,2n+l(~)=: V!‘)(Z) = f &-q r + 3Pz)i n-m j= -a 
= 0 4 log(r’+ 3/2z), q
> 
Jirnm Yr,2n(~)=: Y!‘)(z)= f qj2(-qr+3/2z)i 
j= -a 
(3.13b) 
= 8 ; log(qr+3/2z), q 
> 
(3.13c) 
lim Y,,2,+ 1(z)=: Yj.‘)(z)= f 4’? -4 r+ lPz)/ “--to0 j= -m 
= 0 & log(r’+ ‘12z), q
> 
lim UraZn(z) =: UfO)(z) 
“-+‘I=2 
(3.13d) 
= c, f 
j= -a 
qj2 ( kzo ( _ 1 )k qk2/2 + (2i- li2)*) 
x(-q 
r + Wz)j (3.14a) 
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lim Ur,2n + 1 (2) =: U)“(Z) “-CC 
= c, f 
j= -a 
qj2 (z, (_ l)k qk2/2+W+ WP) 
x(-q 
r+ Wz)i (3.14b) 
lim Xr,2n(~) =: Xl’)(z) 
“-02 
= c, f qj2(k~o(_l)kqk212~iU+lii)*) 
,=-co 
x(-q r + 3Pz)i (3.14c) 
lim Xr,2n + 1 (z) =: x;"(z) 
n-r* 
= c, j=f'm qj'(k~o (_l)kqk2/2+(4--1/21*) 
x(-q 
r + lDz)i. (3.14d) 
Proof. We prove the formula for U!‘)(z). The seven others are similar 
and hence omitted. To simplify notation we set q(k,j) := qk212+ ( 11/2)k and 
2n 
b(n,j+k)=b(n, -j-k) := - [ 1 fi (l-49 n-j-k i 
and note that 
=.,;i,,, (1 -d) fi (1 -d) 
n+j+k+l 
O< fi (l-q’) fi (l-q’)<b(n,j+k)<l. 
n-j-k+1 n+j+k+l 
The terms q(k, j) are antisymmetric, that is, if k + 1= - 4j + 1 then q(k, j) = 
q(1, j); thus the terms in C,“? loo (- l)k q(k, j) cancel in pairs since 
(-l)k+(-l)‘=O. 
Ifj>O then k2/2+(2j-$)k>(k-1)/2 for ka0 so C,“=o(-l)kq(k,j) 
is majorized by C,” qtk- ‘)I2 = l/(4’/’ -4) =: C. 
If j < 0 then the terms C->+ ’ k-o (- l)k q(k, j) cancel and 
kzo (-1)kP(k,i)=k_~,+2(-L)kq(k,i)= - 5 (-l)kq(kj), (3.15) 
J k= --do 
which is again majorized by Cp= I qk12 < C. Thus, the tails 
C,“-j+ I (- l)k q(k, j) tend to zero as n + co. 
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The terms qj2’*(q*(‘+“*) R”)j -P 0 as 1 jl + co so they are bounded by 
some positive constant, M, independent ofj. 
Given a positive E, we shall show that 
- i 
J= --n+l 
for all sufficiently large n. D may be abbreviated by 
where the terms of the sums are as above. For 1 < K < n we have 
The third term in (3.16) 
-K- 1 n-j 
1 qj2 c (-l)“q(k,j)(-q’+“*z)’ 
j=-nfl k=O 
-K-l n-j 
- c qj2 1 (-l)“q(k,j)b(n,j+k)(-q’+“*z)’ ) 
j= --n+ 1 k=O 
is bounded by 
--K-l 
c 
qj21*c. 1 . M, (3.17) 
j= -m 
which is less than 412 for all sufficiently large K since the series (3.15) 
converges. 
Similarly, for all sufficiently large K the sixth term, 1 Cg+, C;I-j- 
c”,, I %‘I 9 is less than 42. In addition we choose K so large 
that (K+ 1) q * M+ ‘I’*. M/(1 - ql/*) < 412. Having fixed K we replace E, 
if need be, by a smaller E so that E c 12CA4. Thus 0 < 1 - 412CM< 
1 -.s/12CM(K+ 1). 
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2 qj* f (-1)” q(k,j)(-q’+“*z)’ ) 
j= -02 k=O 
is bounded by 
-” 
c 4 i*I*cM, 
j= -a 
which converges and is less than c/12 for n > N, . The same estimate applies 
to the eighth term, Ix,“, , C,” 1, for n> N,. The second term in (3.16), 
-K-l 
c cl’* 
j=--n+l 
n-r+, (-l)*q(k,il(-q”~~“z)‘/, 
is bounded by (3.17) and is less than 412. Similarly for the seventh term, 
IC”,+, C,"-j+ll <‘/12* 
The fifth term in (3.16) is split in three parts: 
jco 4j2 ,z, ( - 1 jk dkd( -cl’+ “2z)i 
-j$oqj2nfJ (-l)*q(k,j)b(n,j+k)(-qP+l.‘r)‘/ 
k=O 
K 
6 1 qj212 f (- l)k q(k,j) qi21*( _qr+ Vz)i 
j=O k=n-j+l 
+ j~oq”‘*~~~(-1)*q(k,j)(l-b(n,j+k))q’”’(-q~+’~*z)‘~ 
+ f qi2/* 
n-j 
j=O 
k=Kgj+, (-l)kdkj)(l -~(n,j+k))qj2i2(-q.11~zz)j~. 
The first of these three sums is less than 412 for n > N3 so that 
C,“-j+ 1 dkj) G C,“_ K + I dkv j) < 42 cj”= o 4 j212. M. The second sum is 
estimated by observing that 0 < k < K-j implies k + j 6 K, 
l>b(n,j+k)> fi (l-q’) i (l-q’) 
n-j-k+1 n+j+k+l 
> fi (l-q’) fi (1-q’)>,/l-c/12CM(K+l).,/l-s/12CM(K+l) 
n-K+1 n+l 
= 1 -s/12CM(K+ 1) for n>N,, 
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since n ;” (1 - qi) converges, Therefore 
0 < 1 - b(n,j+ k) < &/12CM(K+ 1). 
This second sum is bounded by 
In the third sum we have 0 < 1 - b(n,j+ k) < 1 and note that 
j2/2+k2/2+(2j-1/2)k>(k+j)/2. Define I by k+j=:I; then K<k<n 
and corresponding to each I there are K + 1 pairs (k, j). This third sum is 
bounded by 
5 f qU2(K+l).l.M 
j=O l=K+I 
The fourth and final term to consider is 
s qj2 f (- l)k q(k, j)( -q’f”2z)i 
j= -K k=O 
1 
- 1 qizniJ (-l)kq(k,j)b(n,j+k)(-q’+1’2z)j _ 
j= --K k=O 
Since j < 0 we may replace I,“= o ( - l)& q(k, j) by -CL: _ a, ( - 1)” q(k, j) 
according to (3.15). Also, the sum C;;$ (-1)” q(k, j)b(n, j+k) may be 
replaced by -C;L --n-j ( - l)k q(k, j) b(n, j+ k) according to (3.9). Recall 
that in getting the coeficients of U,,,,,(z) from A,,,,,(z) we replaced first n 
by 2n and then j by j + n. Now replace k by - k and j by -j to obtain 
j$,qj2k~, (_l)kqk2/2+(2j+1/2)k(_q-(r+1/2)z--1)j 
_ 5 qj2 “fJ (_l)kqk2/2+(2j+1/2)kb(n, -j-k)(-q-(‘+‘P)z-1 i 
j=l k=l 4 
But this is the same type of expression considered for the fifth term except 
for irrelevant changes from 2j- 4 to 2j+ 4, 0 <j< K to 1 ,< j < K and 
0 < k < n -j to 1 < k < n -j. We obtain an additional three e/12 estimates 
and two additional restrictions on n, n > N,, n > iV6. The sum D is 
therefore < 12.~/12=s for all n>N=max(K, N,, N2, . . . . N6). 1 
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4. IDENTITIES 
The symmetry of the moments given by 
C- I+k=C-I-kT k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
implies a number of identities as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. We have the identities 
L,o(v? 2*+2z) = c, - L,,,(z), Lr,m(llq ““Z) = c, - L,,(z), (4.1) 
z”Br,2n ( l/q 2r+2~)=Br,2n+1(~), (q2r+2z)nB,,2n+~(llq2r+2z)=Br,,,(z)~ 
(4.2) 
z”~r,*n(llq 2r+2~)=~rBr,2,+~(z)-~r,2n+~(~)~ (4.3a) 
(4 2r+2zYh,2n+1(l/4 ‘,+*z) = crBr,2n(z) - Ar,2n(zh (4.3b) 
Qr.2n (l/q Zr+2z) = q@, + *?!T,,2n(Z), 
(4.4) 
Q r,2n+ 1 (l/q 2,+*z)= -q(2,+2)(n+‘)S,,2n+,(Z), 
Pr,2n(l/q 2,+*z)=q(2,+2)“C,S,,2n(Z) -q(2,+2)n R,,**(Z), (4Sa) 
P r, 2n + 1 ( l/q 2r+*Z)= -q (2r+2)(n+1)C S,,2n+1(Z)+q(2,+2)(n+‘)R,2n+,(Z) , 
(4.;b) 
V,,n(wl 2*+Zz) = Y,,,(z), 
U,,“(lh Zr+2z) = c, Y,*,(z) - X,,,(z). 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
The proof of (4.1) follows from the definitions of Lr,o, L,,, and ck+,. 
The identities (4.2) follow from (3.6). Using (4.2) we easily see that (4.3a) 
and (4.3b) are equivalent. Now (4.3a) is obtained from (1.9a), (4.1), and 
(4;2) as follows: 
Z”A,2”(lh 2r+2z)=z”[B,,2,(l/q2r+2z)L,,o(l/q2r+2z)+0((1/z)“+1)] 
=B r,2n+ 1 (z)(cr - L,, @)I + 0(1/z) 
=c,B,,~n+~(z)- C4,2,+,(z)+O(l/~)l+O(llz). 
The polynomial parts on each side are equal, giving (4.3a). Now (4.4) and 
(4.5) follow from (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. Next, (4.6) and (4.7) are 
implied by (4.4) and (4.5), respectively, once we observe that 
Yr,*n4 m+ZLg,2n and Yr.zn+ 14 w+ZNn+l)- (j - - r,2n+l. 
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The nth approximants, f ,,(z), of the continued fraction (3.4) are given by 
.Lz(z) :=~,,2n(~)I~,,2,(~)=~r,zn(-~)/Q,,2,(-~)= u,,,(-zWr,,,(-z) 
and 
f r,2n+ l(Z) := fL+ 1 (zY4*,+ 1 (z) 
=R,,Zn(-Z)/S,,2,(-z)=X,,zn(-Z)IYr,zn(-z). 
As n tends to infinity we find identities between the various limits, 
including those of fr,, (z). 
THEOREM 4.2. The limits L$“)(z), V?)(Z), XIy)(z), and Y!‘)(Z), v = 0, 1 
are related as follows: 
Y(O)(z) = Y(l)(z) r r 
= f qj2(-qr+l/2z)j=e tlogfqr+lPz), q), 
j= --oc, ( 
V!‘)(z) = Y?‘(z) 
= f qj2(-qr+3/2Z)j=e 
j= -m ( 
&log(qr+312z), q), 
U!“‘(z) = x;‘)(z) 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
= c, jzt, qj2(k~O(-l)kqk2~2+i2i~112)k) (-qr+‘j2z)j, (4.9a) 
U(‘)(z) = X(“)(z) I r 
= c, f qj2(k~o(-1)*q”‘il”i~~2)*) (-qr+3/2z)j, (QJb) 
j= -00 
limf,,,,(z)=limf,,,,+, r r , (z)= U’O’( -z)/V(O)( -z) 
limfL, + 1 (z) = limf,,,, + 2 (z) = Lq”( -z)/Py( -z), 
uy’( -z) q”‘( -z) 
vjl)(-z)- v~*)(-Z)=limf,,9,+1(z)-limf~,~,(z) 
cA-131-qk))3 
= vl”’ (-z) vp (-z)’ 
(4.1Oa) 
(4.10a) 
(4.11) 
limf,,,, (l/q 2r+2z)=c,-lim~,,,,+,(z). (4.12) 
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Proof The identities (4.8) are consequences of (3.14), while (4.9a) and 
(4.9b) follow from (3.15). Then (4.10a) and (4.10b) are immediate. To show 
(4.11) we use the determinant formula 
A r,~n+~(z) h,(z)-A,,,,(z) hn+,(z) 
=C11C(3...~2n+,Z~=C,(-l)~q-~(*+1)/* 
according to (3.3a). This gives 
%,(z) Qr,,n(~)-Pr,zn(~) %,2n(z) 
A r,4n+~(-z)&,n(-z) Ar,4n(-z)4,~n+1(-z) = - 
Z” Zn zn zn 
= c*9 
--n(*n+l) fi (lpqk). 
k=l 
We multiply by yr,2nbr,2n and observe that 
Yr,*n~r.*n9 -++u=(F, (1 -q*))2. 
Then let n tend to infinity to get 
or 
lid+ + 1 (z) - limfh(z) 
=Xjo)(-z) cqO)(-z) &(l-J;“(l -qk))j 
Y;O)(-Z)- vy(-z)= lqO)(-z) Yl”‘(-Z)’ 
which is a restatement of (4.11). 
Finally, if in (4.4) and (4.5a) we replace z by -z and divide, we find 
f,,4n(1,q2’+2z) = ;*$$$;z; 
r, 2n 
=c 32,(-z) 
r &,2,(-z) 
= Cr-fr.‘h+ l(Z), 
from which (4.12) follows. 1 
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